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09:00 - 09:15 Welcome & Overview (Susan Koenig, DFES)

09:15 - 10:00 The Role of Disease in Avian Ecology and Conservation (Darrel K. Styles, 
DVM, PhD)

10:00 - 10:45 Ecology and Evolution of the Infectious Diseases of Snakes (James F. 
Wellehan, DVM, PhD)

10:45 - 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 - 11:30 Jamaican Iguana Headstart Program:  Pre-release health screening (Nancy 
Lung, VMD, MS)

11:30 - 11:50 Thick-billed Parrot Reintroduction Programme in Arizona:  Case study on 
behavioural deficiencies and disease problems in captively-reared 
psittacines (Susan Koenig, DFES)

11:50 - 12:00 Jamaican Boa Genetics:  Three recognized haplogroups.  Status report on 
Jamaican parrot genetics (Susan Koenig, DFES) 

12:00 - 1:00 PM Lunch

1:00 - 1:20 PM Jamaican Boa Translocations (Brent Newman)

1:20 - 1:45 PM IUCN Guidelines for the Placement of Confiscated Animals (Susan Koenig, 
DFES).

1:45 - 3:00 PM Working Session 

3:00 - 3:15 PM Coffee Break

3:15 - 4:30 PM Working Session (cont’d) & Conclusions

unbiased high-throughput metagenomic analysis. RNA was ex-
tracted from frozen brain, lung, liver, kidney, heart, and gastroin-
testinal (GI) tissue from the animals for which multiple tissues
were available (CAS02 to CAS07; Table 1), and libraries were pre-
pared for deep sequencing (see Materials and Methods). Of these
six animals, five had been diagnosed as IBD positive, and one
(CAS04) was negative. Sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq plat-
form generated approximately 1 ! 108 pairs of 100-nucleotide
(nt) sequences, on average ~6 million sequences for each of the 35
samples (no sample was available from the heart of snake CAS07).
The complete data set for all samples is available from the NCBI
Short Read Archive (accession no. SRA053624). To facilitate the
search for viral sequences, we first removed low-quality, low-
complexity, and host-derived sequences. To remove host se-
quences, including those deriving from possibly confounding en-
dogenous retroviruses, we removed reads matching the recently
sequenced boa constrictor genome (assembly no. 1 [16]). These
operations reduced the size of the data sets by an average of 93%.

Identification of two distinct arenavirus-like genomes. With
the remaining sequences, we performed BLASTX searches against
a database of viral protein sequences (17). This search revealed the
presence of substantial numbers of sequences with similarity to
arenavirus protein sequences in all of the IBD-diagnosed samples.
We used these BLAST hits to nucleate complete genome assem-
blies using the PRICE de novo genome assembler (G. Ruby, freely
available at http://derisilab.ucsf.edu/software/price/index.html).
This analysis revealed that there were actually two distinct (59%
pairwise nucleotide identity) but related viruses in the snakes from
the aquarium: one from the IBD-positive annulated tree boas and
one from the IBD-positive boa constrictors (Table 1; Fig. 2 and 3).

We then used PCR, rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE),
and Sanger sequencing to validate the assemblies. Retrospective
mapping of the sequences revealed that the individual IBD-
positive tissue data sets contained between 8,422 and 227,134 viral
sequences (between 0.13% and 3.8% of the total reads). Overall
genome coverage ranged from 825-fold to 3,335-fold (the average
number of sequences covering each base). The complete genomes
for both viral species are available from GenBank (accession num-
bers JQ717261 to JQ717264). The data sets from IBD-negative
CAS04 contained very low frequencies of sequences mapping to
the two viruses ("5 ! 10#5), a phenomenon that was also ob-
served for the boa constrictor virus in the annulated tree boa sam-
ples and vice versa. These low-copy-number sequences likely re-
sulted from intersample cross-contamination or bar code
misregistration during sequencing (18). This explanation was cor-
roborated by quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR),
which demonstrated that all tissues of snake CAS04 were negative
for viral RNA (there was no amplification) (Fig. 2). This analysis
also confirmed that the two viruses segregated perfectly with the
two snake species. By sequencing and by quantitative PCR
(qPCR), viral RNA was detected in every tissue examined, a pat-
tern reminiscent of the histopathological detection of inclusions
in all of these tissues (Fig. 2).

In addition to arenavirus-like sequences, reads with similarity
to retroviral sequences were identified in all of the annulated tree
boa samples (CAS02 to CAS05). These retrovirus-like sequences
were most closely related to previously described endogenous ret-
roviral sequences from pythons (19), were not found in the boa
constrictor genome sequence or the boa constrictor samples
(CAS06 and CAS07), and thus likely derive from annulated tree
boa endogenous retroviruses.

The recovery of high numbers of arenavirus-related sequences
from the IBD-diagnosed snakes but not the single IBD-negative

FIG 1 Histology showing eosinophilic inclusions in IBD-positive tissue sam-
ples. Liver and kidney frozen tissue sections from boa constrictors subse-
quently diagnosed with or without IBD were H&E stained and imaged. Nuclei
appear blue/purple, and eosinophilic structures, including cytoplasmic inclu-
sions (some of which are marked with arrowheads), appear orange/brown.
Bars, 10 !m.

FIG 2 Viral RNA is detected in all tissues of IBD-diagnosed snakes. The
relative amount of L segment viral RNA detected by qRT-PCR for each
tissue in each snake is shown. Results are normalized to the detected levels
of two snake mRNAs (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase and
RPS2). Virtually identical results were obtained for S segment RNA. Each
bar represents one tissue: from left to right, brain, GI tissue, heart, kidney,
liver, lung, serum, and blood cells. The snakes’ histopathology-based IBD
diagnoses are indicated. Snake designations are given in Table 1. A sample
was unavailable for CAS07 heart tissue, and data were unavailable for the
CAS06 kidney.

Snake Arenaviruses Associated with IBD
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OBJECTIVES:
1. “Up-to-date” screening list for infectious diseases in 

psittacines and reptiles.

2. Guidelines for the translocation of wildlife and for the 
placement of confiscated wildlife

3. Sensitizing the public to issues associated with 
translocating wildlife.
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ECOLOGY
Restriction in range

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Area in which a particular 
disease is found regularly


